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T H E C A P GU N C OW B O Y S are an unlikely group of country misfits
stampin’ their brand on beer-soaked ditties that range from traditional
honky tonk to real rockin’ rockabilly, creating a chunky, stick-to-the-ribs
stew of alt.country (whatever that is).
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
The band is led by Greg Yanito (vocals, guitars, and accordion) and Phil
Verhoef (vocals, guitars, and trombone), native Midwesterners whose
love for classic country, rockabilly and punk rock is balanced out by the
heavy metal history of Mark Loncarevic (bass), and the rhythm and blues
backbeat of Todd Nelson (drums). It’s this medley of influences that provides
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a constant fresh approach on an age-old sound. The current lineup has
remained steady for the past 3 years, while the core of the band has been
together since the summer of 2000.
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
The individual songwriting talents of Yanito and Verhoef are only half the
strength of the compositions; the carefully woven and layered harmonies
of nasal twang and bottomless baritone makes for an unusual, but effective
combination, as each story seems to be simultaneously told from a different
perspective. On their latest release, the fully-analog recorded “Atomic
Horsepower,” the lead track provides a continuous dual harmony, something
that is prevalent throughout much of the album, as well as on their debut
record “Girls, Cars, and Smoke-filled Bars,” released in June 2003. These
harmonies lead a dizzying array of horns, guitars, fiddles, and drums to
create a cotton candy honkytonk carnival.
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
As entertaining as the song compositions may be on the jukebox at your
favorite juke joint bar, the live component of the Cap Gun Cowboys is what
the boys call home. Whether you are caught off guard by the forceful whip
of the slide trombone, swept off your feet in response to countrified polka
madness, or knocked upside the head by a growling hollowbody guitar solo,
the band’s true love is one of the stage. The band has performed on bills
with many national acts, such as David Allan Coe, Hank Williams III, Big
Sandy and His Fly Rite Boys, Deke Dickerson and the Eccofonics, Wayne
Hancock, Lee Rocker, The Sadies, Devil in a Woodpile, and rockabilly
legends Jack Earls and Johnny Powers. They have logged time behind the
wheel playing gigs from Chicago to Baltimore, New York to Tennessee, and
many places in between.
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
While the music defies categorization into a single genre, the band quickly
gains fans anywhere they go, either because of, or in spite of their twangful leanings. The new album released in May of 2005 is being distributed
nationally, and is quickly gaining airplay on college and independent radio.
Contact the beer-spillin’ gut wrenchin’ honky tonkin’ gang of hillbilly
misfits at:
The Cap Gun Cowboys
Beer-spillin’, gut-wrenchin’,
honkytonkin’ Americana music.
www.capguncowboys.com
bookings@capguncowboys.com
ph: 216 533 9054

“…For their latest disc, Atomic Horsepower, the guys went to Tall Dog
Studios, the same place where they recorded their last disc. Only this
time, the gear was all analog. The tune “Bible Belt” is striking in that it
introduces a horn section that’s used throughout the disc. “The horn gives it
diversity,” says Verhoef. “I never hear any kind of brass on a twang record.”
The diversity is one of the albums many strengths. Alternately serious and
tongue-in-cheek, the lyrics veer from accounts of drunken escapades to
sexual innuendoes that are as clever as they are offensive.”
–Jeff Niesel, Cleveland Free Times, May 18, 2005
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★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
Heartache is the Cap Gun Cowboys’ business, and business is good. The
Cleveland country-western group claims as much on its latest LP, Atomic
Horsepower, making it perhaps the only act of its ilk ever to borrow a line
from Megadeth.
By turns irreverent and nostalgic, the Cowboys’ wit is almost as sizable as
their Buick-sized belt buckles. They mostly come with foot-stompin,’ fiddleinflected rural swing made for the jukebox in a workingman’s bar. But then
they also turn the Stones’ “Honky Tonk Woman” into square-dance music
and add a mean trombone to rollicking hoedowns like “Bible Belt” and “Not
Quite Right.” It’s a fresh take on an aged sound. The only thing predictable
about this batch of hard-luck, harder-drinkin’ tunes is the hangover that’s
sure to follow.
–Jason Bracelin, Scene Magazine, May 18, 2005
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
“...Nothing strays from the path of good old boys having a good old time and
that’s not a bad thing - a thing of unpretentious good times from bad times
music. One for you who sit in bars picking the labels off your beer bottles.”
–Americana UK, November 2003
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
“The Cap Gun Cowboys, have steadily become one of the best country rock
outfits in the area.”
–The Beachland Ballroom, June 2003
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
“Girls, Cars, and Smoke-Filled Bars starts off with the tune “Barrel Gun
Road.” Its infectious beat and mid-60s Johnny Cash guitar lines chug along
making it an excellent summertime cruisin’ tune…
“Wall Mart Wedding” sounds like a Byrds/McGuinn-inspired toe-tapper
peppered with a bit of western flair… the accordion and trombone make it
sound like a honkytonk carnival.”
–Charlie Saber, Cleveland Country Magazine, August 2003
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